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This beautiful full-colour book, resplendent with illustrations and photos 
– taken in Rosemary’s old garden in sevenoaks – is written in three parts. 
First, she discusses what fruit you can grow and how to use it. The second 
covers her greenhouse and the techniques and eco-friendly methods 
she uses to grow her produce – she also takes a look at vegetables in 
this section. In the third and final part of the book, Rosemary focuses on 
the changing priorities we face throughout our lifetimes. 

Having grown produce for 50 years, in the same garden in Kent, 
Rosemary examines how our life – and demands – changes the time we 
have to spend in the garden, from having young children and less time, 
to gardening in older age, with more time but less mobility. This section 
encourages and guides readers in all situations to keep gardening.

Rosemary’s book will encourage home growing, and guide readers on 
how to use their fresh produce. Her teachings hark back to the ‘Mrs 
Beeton’ era – with no expensive or fiddly recipes. Rosemary, who now 
lives in Australia but who spanned many eras of gardening life in her 
Kentish garden, hopes that Fruit will inspire people of all ages.

Rosemary Sassoon was predominately a designer throughout her career. she 
started in textiles, then moved primarily into various types of letterforms, varying 
from packaging to type design. she gained a PHd from the University of Reading 
and aimed to inform the curriculum council of the problems which arose with 
handwriting. As a result she went onto design her first typeface Sassoon Primary. 
Following the success of this, Rosemary produced many other resources, from 
letterforms and design to handwriting.


